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Lifesaving Equipment

Correction

In rule document 96–11777 beginning
on page 25272 in the issue of Monday,
May 20, 1996 make the following
corrections:

§70.10-3 [Corrected]

1. On page 25287, in the second
column, in §70.10-34(a)(2)(i),in the last
line ‘‘charter’’ should read ‘‘charterer’’.

§108.555 [Corrected]

2. On page 25295, in the second
column, in §108.555, in the first line
‘‘Liftboat’’ should read ‘‘Lifeboat’’.

§133.10 [Corrected]
3. On page 25304, in the second

column, in §133.10(a), in the last line
‘‘lifeboats’’ should read ‘‘liftboats’’.

§133.70 [Corrected]
4. On page 25305, in the second

column, in §133.70(a), in the last line
‘‘and’’ should read ‘‘or’’.

§133.105 [Corrected]
5. On page 25306, in the third

column, in §133.105(a)(1)(iii), in the
fourth line ‘‘160.151’’ the first time it
appears should read ‘‘160.051’’.

§133.120 [Corrected]
6. On page 25307, in the third

column, in §133.120(b), insert ‘‘must’’
after ‘‘craft’’.

§133.153 [Corrected]
7. On page 25309, in the third

column, in §133.153(b), in the third line
‘‘time’’ should read ‘‘times’’.

§199.05 [Corrected]
8. On page 25314, in §199.05(b), in

the address for ‘‘ASTM’’ in the first line
‘‘1903’’ should read ‘‘19103’’.

§199.175 [Corrected]
9. On page 25324, in the second

column, in §199.175(b)(17), ‘‘hanle’’
should read ‘‘‘handle’’, and in the same
column paragraph ‘‘(2)’’ is correctly
designated as paragraph ‘‘(20)’’. On the
same page in the third column, in
§199.175(b)(21)(i)(B), in the seventh line
insert ‘‘15’’ before ‘‘meters’’.

§199.190 [Corrected]

10. On page 25328, in the third
column, in §199.190(b)(1)(vii), ‘‘of’’ the
first time it appears should read ‘‘for’’.
And on page 25329, in the second
column, in §199.190(g)(4), in the fourth
line ‘‘serving’’ should read ‘‘servicing’’.
In the same column, in §199.190(i), in
the first line ‘‘serving’’ should read
‘‘servicing’’.

§199.211 [Corrected]

11. On page 25330, in the third
column, in §199.211, paragraph ‘‘(1)’’ is
correctly designated as paragraph ‘‘(a)’’.

§199.273 [Corrected]

12. On page 25332, in the first
column, in §199.273(b), in the sixth line
‘‘suites’’ should read ‘‘suits’’.

§199.620 [Corrected]

13. On page 25335, in §199.620(j), in
the table, in item ‘‘2. Bilge Pumps’’, the
fourth column should read ‘‘1’’.

§199.630 [Corrected]

14. On page 25336, in §199.630(a), in
the table, in the first column, the fourth
entry ‘‘19.203’’ should read ‘‘199.203’’,
and the fifth entry ‘‘1992.211’’ should
read ‘‘199.211’’. On the same page in the
third column, in §199.630(f), in the
third line ‘‘must’’ should read ‘‘may’’.
And on page 25337, in the third
column, in §199.630(k)(1), in the last
line ‘‘199.199.211’’ should read
‘‘199.211’’.
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